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Abstract—Air traffic controllers (ATC) face daily major
concerns which are controlled Airspace (CAS) infringements.
An infringement is when a general aviation (GA) aircraft
penetrates CASs without an advanced clearance from the
ATC. These infringements could cause a mid air collision
with authorized aircraft inside CAS which their conflict was
not resolved ahead of time. It also disrupts ATCs operations
by creating additional workload and revising new manoeuvre
tactics. In the last two papers, they were focused on predicting
future locations and find their probability of infringements to
alert ATC in advance. So far, they have been dealing when
one aircraft approaching CAS, in this paper however, focuses
on the scenario when multiple aircraft infringe CAS, in case
the ATC did not react quickly enough. As of 2020, it is
mandatory for all GA to be equipped with a transponder
which sends information such as flight ID, exact location and
altitude. Therefore, using this assumption we are investigating
a possible model which alerts and directs multiple GA out of
CAS without interfering with commercial traffic. Kinetic tri-
angulation method will be used as an automated manoeuvring
tactic, leaving the ATC focusing on only to direct commercial
flights.

Keywords—Switching Kalman filters; controlled airspace;
aircraft infringements; ground based safety system; polygon
triangulation

I. INTRODUCTION

Generally most airports are surrounded by controlled
airspace which can be divided into five classes A to E.
These classes are being monitored by air traffic controllers
(ATC) seven days a way 24 hours a day. Each of these
classes differs in terms of their volume shape and size
(lower bound and upper bound in feet). Any general aviation
(GA) aircraft can fly within uncontrolled airspace class “G”
without ATC authorization. If the GA pilots decides to enter
a CAS zone; he or she must initiate communicate with ATC
and get an advance clearance to avoid possible conflicts
inside CAS. A conflict is defined as the lose of minimum
required separation between two aircraft as shown in Fig.
1:

The minimum separation varies around airport area from
country to country depends on the type of airport, but gen-
erally for aircraft en-route it has to have at least 5 nautical
miles horizontally and 1000ft vertically of minimum separa-
tion. In addition to the possibility of conflicts; infringements

Fig. 1. Losing minimum separation between two aircraft causes a conflict.

causes disruption to ATCs operations by creating additional
workload and revising new manoeuvre tactics. So far, GA
aircraft are not equipped with the advanced transponder
required to provide accurate data to the ATC. For the ATC to
detect GA aircraft, he or she must rely on two things: either
using the primary surveillance radar which only detects the
estimated location of the aircraft with imprecise altitude;
or the pilot initial communication. Since most aircraft fly
under visual flight rules, they do not have specific flight
path. A survey was conducted by Eurocontrol [1] to find
out why these infringements occur more frequently every
year. These are the common reasons:

• The pilot is unaware with the airspace location or
its boundaries.

• The pilot is trying to avoid bad weather on the way
such as heavy clouds.

• The pilot is lost due to bad GPS system.

• The pilot is not experienced.

• The lack of new published VFR routes.

• Outdated GA pilot maps or the aircraft GPS
database.
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Due to these issues and reasons a research was con-
ducted in [2] and [3] where they examined the following:

1) Implementing a switching Kalman filters (SKF)
that predicts future aircraft locations ( 20 seconds
ahead) instead of 4 seconds.

2) Implementing a modified version for the SKF
online learning of its errors.

3) Extended available probability of infringement
method by proposing a Monte carlo sampling in
the event the aircraft is around a CAS vertex
(corner).

4) Developed a classifier to enhance our probability
of infringement to reduce false alerts.

In this paper, it examines the scenario when multiple
aircraft infringe CAS zones and the ATC can not resolve
them in timely manner.

Therefore, we would like to develop a routing plan,
which generate an automated exit routes for all unautho-
rized GA aircraft while not disturbing commercial aircraft
original routes. In this part of the research, it will implement
a kinetic polygon triangulation of the CAS zone as the
polygon and the GA aircraft as indices. This only works
given the assumption that by 2019, the General Avitation
Administration FAA requires all GA must be equipped with
a Automatic Dependent Surveillance transponder (ADS-
B) that communicates automatically with the ATC. It will
send the flight ID, exact location and altitude once every
1 second to the ATC. According to FAA cite [4], ADS-B
uses satellites instead of radars, since radars are primitive
in tracking GA where it relies on estimated radio signals
and antennas to determine an aircraft’s location. Whereas
ADS-B uses satellite signals to track aircraft movements.
However, the missing output of this transponder is that it
still can not determine GA future locations and way-points.
We would like to use the first part of the research which
is the aircraft future prediction and find exit routes from
CAS that would be sent to the GA aircraft automatically.
This paper is presented as the following: in Section II is
the literature review in the airspace conflicts; in Section III
general aviation aircraft tracking and prediction; in Section
IV is the brief introduction to polygon triangulation. Section
V shows the proposed resolution to multiple infringements.
In Section VI is infringement resolution analysis. The
conclusion and the proposed future work are presented in
Section VII.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW ON CONFLICT RESOLUTION

Several researches were introduced to solve the issue of
a conflict between two commercial aircraft. Fig. 2 breaks
the related work in this field, where our focus is highlighted
in the red rectangle.

The majority of proposed research work falls in the
left side of the proposed work in the field of conflict
detection. They all assume the availability of both advance
transponders on-board and way-points (the direction of their
trip). In [5] proposed an warning system that uses Monte
Carlo simulations (MC) to estimate the probability of a
possible conflict of air traffic encounters in the course of
time. They assumed that there is a line of communication

Fig. 2. Researches involve aircraft conflict detection.

between aircraft in the air. The idea of the in air commu-
nication line is to collect other aircraft information such
as current location and its future trajectories (way-points),
speed, heading and altitude. These information will be input
to the MC machine as the initial state. Then with time
the MC runs a trajectories of paths for both aircraft and
predicts if there is a cross over (conflict). The MC machine
then issues an alert when the host aircraft protected zone
is violated by one of these trajectories. The research also
proposed a protected zone around the aircraft which defines
the levels warning. They divided it into four stages where 1
means far away aircraft and 4 means very close by aircraft.
Here Air Traffic Controllers should take control and provide
them with save manoeuvring route. They defined the size of
the protected zone as a trade off between the true positives
and false positives which was done by the System Operative
Characteristic (SOC). Because running the MC simulation
online is considered computationally expensive, in [6] they
decided to reduce the amount of this computation. Here
they assume since they have all the future waypoint of
aircraft they can create a series of trajectory lines between
these waypoints, where each endpoint can be a change of
heading or speed. Then check if the one aircraft trajectory
line intersects the other aircraft trajectory line. The MC
simulation engine has an input of the intent information
(future trajectories), current state (speed and altitude), pro-
tected zone level and their uncertainties such as tracking
errors and manoeuvring characteristics. It then outputs a
probability of a conflict P (conflict). Another study was
proposed in [7] to predict a conflict in free flight mode.
Free flight mode is when the pilot and aircraft do not
need the constant monitoring of the ATC and rely on the
transponder to make changes in mid-air trajectories. In their
paper, their method is to be applied on two aircraft travelling
along a straight line with the assumption that they fly with
constant errors. First, they modelled the trajectory errors
as randomly distributed using live air traffic information.
Then they combined both error covariances into a single
error covariance relative to the their position to cancel
common errors. Finally, they estimated the probability of
conflict given the prediction is the area under the combined
error ellipse within the extended conflict zone. Moving to
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the right side of the related work in conflict detection, a
recent research in [8] under the SESAR WP-E project. They
objective is similar to our research which is to examine
a model that can predict future location of a GA aircraft
using past flight data paths as an input to their model and
produce future paths and how they deliver that information
to ATC. Their focus was meant to familiarize the ATC with
the amount of future density of flights in CAS and trigger
an alert if the aircraft is approaching controlled Airspace.
Their method however, assumes that the aircraft should be
equipped with transponders communicating with a ground
based system. This system gathers the information broad-
cast by the transponders and predicts the flight path ahead.
Most of an unauthorized entry to CAS zones are caused by
human related errors, and since the last part of the research
suggests a mandatory transponder, this research method
would reduce human error by introducing an automated
method for CAS zone exit route sent directly to the GA
aircraft transponder. In the next section, a brief introduction
to prediction models implemented in the previous work is
presented.

III. GENERAL AVIATION TRACKING AND PREDICTION

A. Kalman Filter

The Kalman Filter was introduced by Rudolf Kalman
back in the 60s [9]. It observes a series of measurements
over time which contains random statistical noise and other
inaccuracies (ex. radar errors), and estimates an unknown
states that tend to be be closer to the true ones. It is con-
sidered as recursive state estimator of any linear dynamical
system as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Kalman Filter estimation of linear dynamical system.

It alternates between two steps: prediction and correc-
tion. The standard Kalman filter assumes the observations
and the hidden states are linear and normally distributed.

where wt+1 v N (0, Q); A and H are the state and
observation transition matrices, P̂ and P are the predicted
and estimated error covariances, Q and R are the system
state and observation error covariances; r, S and K are
residual, residual covariance and optimal Kalman Gain
respectively. Finally, I is the identity matrix. In prediction,
the filter predicts the location of the next state x̂t+1 and its
uncertainty P̂t+1 given the current location state estimate
xt. When the time increments t+1, the filter will receive a

Algorithm 1 Kalman Filter

1: x̂1 = x1 = zt=1 , P 1 = P̂ = Qt=1

2: procedure FORWARD PASS(zt) . observation z at
time t

3: for t ≤ T do
4: x̂t+1 = Axt + wt+1 . Prediction
5: P̂t+1 = APA

′
+Q

6: r = zt+1 −Hx̂t+1

7: S = HP̂t+1 +R
8: K = P̂t+1H/S
9: xt+1 = x̂t+1 +Kr . Correction

10: P t+1 = (I −KH)P̂t+1

11: end for
12: end procedure

new observation zt+1 (with added noise), the predicted state
estimate x̂t+1 will be updated using a weighted average.
The higher the weight added to a prediction the higher
certainty about its location. The KF output is a new state
estimate xt+1 that lies between the predicted and measured
state, with higher uncertainty. Because the algorithm is
recursive, it runs in real time. As a result, it is useful to
track and predict a moving object in time such as aircraft.
Fig. 4 shows a sample track and the KF process.

Fig. 4. Kalman Filter prediction and correction process on a sample
aircraft track.

B. Switching Kalman Filter Model

Aircraft tend to fly into several patterns such as in a
straight line, turning, acceding and descending. In these
patterns, the aircraft is either in constant velocity (CV) or
constant acceleration (CA). Using one static kalman filter
to track and predict aircraft locations will not be accurate.
It will cause the kalman filter to generate large uncertainties
“errors” making the future prediction imprecise specially if
the prediction is more than one step ahead. As a result, a
switching Kalman filters and smoothers are implemented
for each mode. The “switching” part is based on choosing
which of the KF models has the highest probability of
observations given the predictions. Where both KFs receive
the same observation zt from the same primary radar. The
linear equation for the observation system is defined as the
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following:

zt = Hxt + vt, where vt v N (0, R) and

H =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0


Both Kalman filters have the following different param-

eters λ = (A,H,Q,R) where both A and H will be fixed
the entire prediction process.

1) Constant Velocity KF: In this Kalman filter, the
aircraft is moving in a constant velocity where there is
no acceleration applied while flying. The linear equation
for the CV KF state transition system is defined as the
following:

x̂t+1 = ACVxt =



1 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 T 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 T 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


×



xloc
xV el
xAcc
yLoc
yV el
yAcc
zLoc
zV el
zAcc



x̂t+1 =



xloc+xV el×T
xV el
0

yLoc+yV el×T
yV el
0

zLoc+yV el×T
zV el
0


where T = 4 sec, the time interval to observe the next

location from the radar (1RPM = 4 sec). However, now
that the aircraft will be tracked via satellites instead of
radars the next time step location will be every T = 1 sec.

2) Constant Acceleration KF: When the aircraft applies
an acceleration the SKF will switch the CA KF and the
linear equation for its state transition system is defined as
the following:

x̂t+1 = ACVxt =



1 T T2

2
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 T 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 T T2

2
0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 T 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 T T2

2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 T
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


×



xloc
xV el
xAcc
yLoc
yV el
yAcc
zLoc
zV el
zAcc



x̂t+1 =



xloc+xV el×T+xAcc× T2

2
xV el+xAcc×T

xAcc

yLoc+yV el×T+yAcc× T2

2
yV elyAcc×T

yAcc
zLoc+zV elT+zAcc× T2

2
zV el+zAccT

zAcc



C. Prediction with Online Learning

Because the aircraft changes flight modes during its
flight time, having a fixed SKF error covariances the entire
time is not efficient. It is crucial for the SKF model to
learn and update the state, prediction and observation error
covariances while predicting (online). By doing so, it will
minimize the errors in the state estimation,prediction while
increasing the likelihood of the observation. To maximize
the likelihood of our observations given the new parameters
of the model, this research implemented a version of the
expectation maximization algorithm (EM) method [10]. Its
a recursive learning method which runs into two steps: the
E-step which estimates the log-likelihood of the observa-
tions given the current parameters and the M-step which
maximizes the log-likelihood estimated in the E-step by re-
estimating the parameters θ = (R,Q). In this research it is
the following:

1) E-Step:

• Kalman filter (forward pass)

• Kalman Smoother (backward pass)

2) M-step:

• Re-estimate both KFs (CV,CA) error parameters
θ∗ = (R,Q)

In this section, we focus on the M-step which re-
estimates the errors of the models. The derivation for
parameters re-estimation in [11] is not within our research
scope. However, the final equations are as follows:

R∗
m =

τ∑
t

(zt −H x̃t)(zt −H x̃t)
′
+ (HP̃tH

′
)

τ

D =

τ∑
2

(x̃t−1x̃
′
t−1 + P̃t−1)

E =

τ∑
2

(x̃tx̃
′
t−1 + P̃Pt)

F =

τ∑
2

(x̃tx̃
′
t + P̃t)

Q∗
m =

F − EA
′
m − E

′
Am −AmDA

′
m

τ − 1

where x̃ and P̃ are the smoothed state and error covari-
ances; (R∗

m, Q
∗
m) are the new observation and state error

covariances for the m-KF; P̃P is the smoothed state error co-
variance between times t−1 and t−2. Finally, T is the total
number of observation sequence. In this research however,
the equations have been modified by adding weights defined
as the loglikihood of the observations. These weights can
reduce or increase error covariance faster than the original
equations. In addition to the weights, we defined τ to be
the last 15 steps of way-points instead of the whole track.
Algorithm 2 shows the algorithm after modification where
W = Loglik(observation|stateestimate, ).
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Algorithm 2 SKF online learning
1: τ = 15, D = E = F = 0
2: procedure RE-ESTIMATING(WT−τ , zT−τ :T , P̃PT−τ :T ,-
x̃T−τ :T , xT−τ :T , PT−τ :T )

3:
4: if T ≥ 17 then . Check to see if there is at least a

history of 17
5: t = T − τ
6: k = τ
7: else
8: t = 2
9: k = T

10: end if
11: R∗

m =
∑T
t Wm

(zt−H x̃t)(zt−H x̃t)
′
+(HP̃tH

′
)

T .
re-estimating R for KF m=CA,CV

12: D =
∑k
t Wm(x̃t−1x̃

′

t−1 + P̃t−1)

13: E =
∑k
t Wm(x̃tx̃

′

t−1 + P̃Pt)
14: F =

∑k
t Wm(x̃tx̃

′

t + P̃t)

15: Q∗
m =

F−EA
′
m−E

′
Am−AmDA

′
m∑k

t W
. re-estimating Q

for KF m=(CA,CV)
16: end procedure

D. Probability of Infringement and Results

Most of the researches done in the field of airspace
safety involved conflicts and resolution between several
commercial aircraft with advanced equipment and way-
point trajectories. However, in this research it is purely
focused on GA aircraft conflicts inside CAS zones that
lacks these assumptions (ex: known way-point trajectories,
accurate locations ... etc). A model was proposed in [12]
which finds the probability of infringement of GA aircraft.
For their model to work accurately they assumed the
following:

1) Finding the probability of infringement P(I) using
one step prediction based on the current heading.

2) If the GA aircraft approaches CAS is flying in
constant velocity (straight line).

3) The CAS boundary its approaching is straight (not
approaching a CAS corner).

The research method in [2] however, extended that
method to incorporate the following:

1) Finding the probability of infringement P(I) using
one and five steps predictions (20 seconds ahead).

2) The GA aircraft is flying in either constant velocity
or constant acceleration.

3) The CAS boundary its approaching is either
straight or a corner.

Also, their method used the time of day forecast to
either increase or decrease the probability of infringement.
In [3], it uses weather, time and day of the week to enhance
the probability of infringement. The research methods of
prediction and probability of infringement performance and
results are presented in [2] and [3].

IV. POLYGON TRIANGULATION

Here in this section, it will provide a brief overview
of the computational geometrical method called “Kinetic
Polygon Triangulation” is presented and apply it to the
current research.

A. Kinetic Polygon Triangulation KPT

A polygon is a shape which has line segments as “edges”
connected via end points called “vertices”. Fig. 5 below
shows different simple polygon shapes:

Fig. 5. Different shapes of simple polygons.

A polygon triangulation (PT) is the process of partition-
ing a polygon P into non-overlapping triangles. Here are the
basic properties for simple polygons:

1) A simple polygon is a closed polygonal curve
without self-intersection.

2) Every simple polygon admits a triangulation.
3) There is exactly n− 2 triangles in n− gon

Fig. 6 shows a triangulation of a simple polygon (real
CAS zone), it has 24-gon, therefore, has 23 triangulates:

Fig. 6. Different shapes of simple polygons.

The kinetic aspect in the triangulation involves real
time moving of the vertices and therefore, the triangulation
changes with time to maintain the three basic properties
presented above.
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B. CAS Triangulation

We will apply KPT presented in IV-A to CAS zones,
since CAS zones maintain different simple polygon shapes
and volume sizes which have all three basic properties. Fig.
7 shows real 105 different CAS zones around London and
south east coast of UK.

Fig. 7. Different CAS polygon shapes over UK southeast side.

V. MULTIPLE INFRINGEMENTS AND RESOLUTION

In this section, we will show a real scenario where
multiple GA aircraft had got inside CAS zone where there
is a commercial aircraft in route for landing. The KPT will
be applied on the infringed CAS zone P and the GA aircraft
as vertices VGA inside P At specific time t. Fig. 8 show a
KPT of VGA inside P .

Fig. 8. KPT of CAS zone with multiple GA aircraft inside at time t.

The method proposed in this paper is to take advantage
of the KPT and use the edges of the triangles as waypoints
to exit CAS. To choose the exit route edge after triangulat-
ing P = CAS it should follow two simple rules:

• No aircraft share the same exit route (edge).

• Each edge that intersect commercial aircraft way-
point will not be removed from the exit route (not
usable edge).

A. Conflict Routes

Before determining which edges GA aircraft should take
as way points, we first need to eliminate edges that intersect
commercial aircraft way-points segments “edges” inside P .

Fig. 9. KPT of CAS zone with edges marked in “- -” as not suitable for
exit route.

Fig. 9 shows which edges are flagged “Not an exit route”
or “conflict route”:

To find “conflict edges” we will use the line segment
intersection test between these edges and all other edges.
We first need to assume that the line segments to be tested
are in general position, meaning the following:

• No three endpoints are collinear (three points lie
on same straight line).

• No two endpoints have the same x-coordinate.
Specifically, no segment should be absolute verti-
cal.

• No segment with no two points “just a point”, and
no two segments share an endpoint.

The naive way to find intersections is brute force where
the algorithm checks every segments against all of them
which takes O(n2) where n is the total number of line
segments in polygon P . The algorithm used here for the
line segment intersection test is called sweep line algorithm
which takes O((n + k)logn), where k is the number of
intersections (output) which in this case is conflict edges.
This algorithm is the faster way to find intersections be-
tween multiple line segments instead of only comparing two
segments [13]. The line sweep algorithm begins by sorting
all segment endpoints 2n (2 endpoints for each segment)
along x-axis. It then passes a sweeping line from left to
right, checking at each endpoint (event) and compares above
and bellow the current even.It takes O(n log n) in time. Fig.
10 shows the sweep line process on a polygon (real CAS
zone):

This algorithm uses Binary search tree and a queue to
store segment labels. That what made it attractive since the
running time will depend not only on the number of vertices
but also on the output (number of intersections).

B. Automated Re-Routing

After identifying the conflict routes, the proposed model
in this paper should transmit exit routes to the GA aircraft
inside CAS zone. Since each vertex in P has least two
edges connected to it. The decision rules on which edge
the aircraft should follow depend on the following:
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Fig. 10. Sweep line l passes through the plane to find intersections marked
in �.

1) The chosen exit route will be the shortest distance
path to CAS boundary vertex.

2) The exit route “edge” should be used only by one
GA aircraft (no two or more aircraft share the exit
route).

Fig. 11 and 12 shows the direction of the chosen exit
routes represented by the arrows “−→”.

Fig. 11. Exit routes for 4 GA aircraft inside CAS.

Fig. 12. Exit routes for 7 GA aircraft inside CAS.

If there are multiple commercial and GA aviation in
one CAS zones, we then need to be flexible with the first
decision rule and choose the one that is not conflict with
other GA aircraft.

VI. ANALYSIS

The method will work if the three basic properties in
Section IV-A hold and no three GA aircraft are collinear in
the space (all three in the same line segment). Fortunately,
we are dealing with large geographical map locations it
would be rare to find all three aircraft would overlap each
other exactly in either (latitude or longitude). Furthermore,
with the use of satellites instead of radars for tracking, the
prediction accuracy in the model would increase, therefore,
we use the GA aircraft prediction location at t = 4 to 20
sec ahead as vertices in P and not the current location at
time t. This will reduce the frequency of triangulation to
every 4 to 20 seconds instead of every 1 second. And by
doing so it will give more time for the model to estimate
and generate routes accordingly.

VII. CONCLUSION

The objective of this research is to investigate and build
a possible hybrid model that can predict future infringe-
ments accurately. Therefore, a hybrid model was imple-
mented to track aircraft while learning their error covari-
ances. In the first two parts of this research [2], [3] they have
shown promising results so far. They were dealing with with
one GA aircraft infringing CAS zones. In reality however;
there could be multiple infringements occur simultaneously.
The ATC will not be able to resolve them on time, therefore,
in this paper we studied this scenario and proposed a
method were it can simplify the ATC manoeuvring tasks by
finding an automated way to re-route GA aircraft towards
the UCAS or to another CAS zone with less aircraft density
within it. This method was proposed under the assumption
that the FAA mandating every GA aircraft must be equipped
with an ADS-B transponder. In this paper, it took advantage
of the geographical map of CAS zones and computational
geometry algorithms such as polygon triangulations and line
intersection tests using Line segment sweep algorithm. This
algorithm takes O((n+k)logn) in running time which gave
the model time to implement the exit routes. The method
in this paper “polygon triangulation” and finding routes in
space can be applied on drones. For instance, Amazon inc is
looking to switch their delivery system from commercial air
and ground shipping to drones, however, they are looking
to implement a grid in the space dedicated for drones to
travel with no conflicts with other flying objects such as
GA aircraft, commercial aircraft and other drones.
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